SCATSAT-1 Data Products software version 1.1.3 is operational at NRSC, Shadnagar from March 2018 and products are being supplied to all users. Anomalies were observed in main chain of satellite during May 2019, the payload operations were re-activated in redundant chain. Deep space calibration and data acquisition over natural calibration targets were performed. Accordingly DP software has been modified as V 1.1.4. This software is operationalized on 07-January-2020 (Tuesday).

1. Changes in Level-1B (Scan mode Sigma-0) software:

After analyzing the calibration data and transmitted power characteristics, an update has been made to introduce appropriate biases in redundant chain data so that the resultant output closely resembles the products generated using main chain data.

There are no changes in any other component of Data Products Generation Software.

Pl. note that V1.1.4 means products being generated with redundant chain data.

2. Version Number with New update: V1.1.4